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ingenuity to all sorts of varying circumstances. Between 1914
and 1922 school building was much in abeyance; but when it
re-started, what these men had pioneered was found to have
worked so well, that it was adopted as the normal type in new
schools.
Art was still in a transition stage, but in some directions it
began to feel more sure of itself. The influence of Morris and his
school had banished the taste for machine-made ornament from
among cultivated people, and the new impulses which he had
given to craftsmanship went forward in many directions. One
might instance the development of fine handwriting by Graily
Hewitt, that of fine lettering on carved inscriptions by Eric Gill,
that of fine printing by Emery Walker and T. J. Cobden-
Sanderson in collaboration at the Doves Press, and afterwards
by many others. The common trade level of design and colour
in furniture and carpets had risen greatly since the mid-Victorian
descent; and people of good taste and moderate means could
enjoy inside their homes an environment of wholesome beauty
such as it would have been very difficult for their parents to
compass.
A great deal of building was done in these years, and new
architects of distinction came to the front in them. They cannot
be called a school, but if one takes some leading names—Lutyens,
R, Blomfield, J. J. Burnet, E. A. Rickards, and E. Cooper1—
common features can clearly be seen. Leaving behind not merely
the Gothic fashion but that based on French sixteenth-century
models which had succeeded it, they drew formal inspiration
from the classical styles of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Along a separate line the designing of houses went
forward in the hands of men like Baillie Scott, C, F. Annesley-
Voysey, C. R. Ashbee, and others, who followed Morris and
Philip Webb in developing the Vernacular. The ground was
still cumbered by some elements of tradition which had grown
meaningless; but through their adherence to sound craftsman-
ship, structural beauty, native materials, and respect for the
landscape and climate of Britain, they pointed the path to much
of the best domestic architecture in post-war England* The
1 Sir Herbert Baker did not design buildings in England at this period. He was
towards the end of it appointed joint architect with Sir Edwin Lutyens for the new
Delhi on the strength of his work in South Africa.

